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TURBULENT FLOW OF AIR IN SMOOTH ANNULI AT
HIGH TEMPERATURES*
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(Received 20 June 1972)
Abstract-Local heat transfer and averaged friction coefficients were measured for subsonic turbulent flow
of air through two smooth annuli, with diameter ratios equal to 1'99 and 1·38, respective1y, having the inner
tube heated up to temperatures of 1000°C. The main experimental results can be summarized as follows
1. The loca1heat-transfer coefficients are corre1ated by:
(
D )0'16 (1'. )-0'2Nu = 0·018 -..:. Re O' 8 PrO•4 ---!!':
B D
1
B B TE
which gives the Petukhov and Roizen corre1ation [13] for 10wtemperature differences (TwITE ---> 1).
2. The average heat-transfer coefficientsfor the inner region of the annulus are correlated by:
(1'. )-0'2NUB = 0'0217 Re~'8 Pr~'4 ;;
in excellent agreement with data for circu1ar tubes (Dalle Donne-Bowditch correlation [1]).
3. The friction coefficients,both for the whole annu1us and the inner region of it, are in excellent agreement
with the correlations ofMaubach [26] obtained by integration of the universal velocity profile ofNikuradse,
provided that density of the fluid is eva1uated at the temperature Tx = -J(Tw ' TB) and the kinematic
viscosity at the temperature :Z;y, as suggested by the experiments of Taylor for circu1ar tubes [6].
NOMENCLATURE
Geometrieal parameters
D 1 ' diameter of the inner eylinder of
the annulus [em];
D 2 , diameter of the outer eylinder of
the annulus [em];
1, distance from the inlet of the
seetion eonsidered (the unheated
* This paper has been prepared within the framework of
the association Euratom-Gesellschaft für Kernforschung
mbR., in the fie1d of fast breeder development.
t De1egated from Euratom to the Fast Breeder Project,
Institute of Neutron Physics and Reactor Engineering,
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, West Germany.
t Gesellschaft für Kernforschung mbR., Institute of
Neutron Physics and Reactor Engineering, Kernforschungs-
zentrum Karlsruhe, West Germany.
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L,
entrance length not included)
[em];
totallength of heated test seetion
[em];
radius ofthe inner eylinder ofthe
annulus [em];
radius of the outer eylinder of the
annulus [em];
radius at whieh the two radial
universal velocity profiles (from
the inner and outer wall of the
annulus) interseet, and whieh
separates the inner from the outer
region of the annulus [em];
radius at which the two radial
temperatures profiles interseet
[em];
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k,
y,
y,
Tco '
J,
M,
p,
conversion factor from heat units
to work units == 4·187 [W s/cal];
mass flow rate of gas [g/s];
absolute static pressure of the gas
[dynes/cm"] ;
quantity ofheat given to gas from
entrance to the considered cross
section of the annulus [caljs];
heat produced by Joule effect in
a segment equal to /0th in length
of the inner tube [cal/s];
heat given to gas in /0th of the
test seetion [caljs];
heat given to gas direct1y by the
inner tube in /oth of the test
seetion [caljs];
heat given to gas by the outer
tube in /0 th of the test section
[cal/s];
heat lost radially by conduction
through insulation for- /oth of
test seetion [cal/s];
heat transmitted radially by
radiation from inner tube to
outer tube for /0 th of test seetion
[cal/s] ;
heat given to gas directly by inner
tube for unit surface [cal/crrr's];
heat given to gas direct1y by outer
tube for unit surface [cal/cm-s];
u, velocity of the gas [cm/s];
uB' M/APB' velocity of the bulk of the gas[cm/s];
velocity for r = r 0 [cm/s];
velocity of the bulk of the gas in
the inner region of annulus [cm/
s];
velocity of the bulk of the gas in
the outer region of annulus [cm/
s];
.J(r/p) = friction velocity [cm/
s];
total emissivity of the outer
surface of inner tube [dimension-
less] ;
total emissivity of the inner sur-
U*,
U max'
ul'
outer surface of /oth of the inner
tube nD1L/10 [cm"];
inner surface of /0th of the outer
tube, nD2L/10 [cm"];
radial distance from the wall of
the considered point in the annu-
lus cross section [ern].
Gas properties
cp ' specificheat at constant pressure
[cal/g Oe];
thermal conductivity [cal/cm
s oe];
specific heat ratio [dimension-
less] ;
v, kinematic viscosity [cm2/s];
P, density [g/cm"].
Temperatures
Tn, Tl' - (u;/2. 107 Jcp ) = absolute
static bulk temperature of the
gas [OK];
absolute total gas temperature
at the test section entrance =
absolute static gas temperature
at the entrance (because the gas
velocity is very small there) [OK];
TE + (Qg/Mcp) = absolute total
bulk temperature ofthe gas [OK];
absolute temperature of the wall
of the inner tube [OK];
absolute temperature of the wall
of the outer tube [OK];
absolute static gas temperature
at the outer edge of the thermal
boundary layer for a free stream
geometry [OK];
.J(TwTB = geometrical mean
between wall and bulk tempera-
ture [OK];
gas bulk temperature of the
inner region of the annulus [OK];
gas bulk temperatur~ofthe outer
region of the annulus [OK].
Other physical parameters
h, convective heat-transfer co-
efficient between inner tube sur-
face and gas bulk [cal/crrr' s "C];
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1
face of the outer tube [dimension-
less] ;
gas properties evaluated at the
gas bulk temperature TB' it refers
to the whole of the annulus;
gas properties evaluated at the
wall temperature Tw' it refers to
the whole of the annulus;
it refers to the inner region of the
annulus;
it refers to the outer region of the
annulus;
it refers to the nth cross section
of the test section;
it refers to the (n - l)th cross
section of the test section;
. gas properties evaluated at the
temperature T" = .J(Tw · TB)'
n,
2,
n - 1,
x,
1,
ß,1'0/1'2'
Y, I'm/1'2'
Subscripts
B,
1. INTRODUCTION
IN FAST reactor cores very high power densities
are present. It is therefore necessary to improve
the heat transfer from the fuel elements to the
coolant as much as possible, especially with gas
cooling, because gas is "per se" not a very good
coolant. The fueI element wall temperatures will
be rather high. During transients, temperatures
as high as 1000°C or above are possible. It is
therefore of interest to investigate the effect of
such high temperatures on heat-transfer co-
efficient and friction factor for geometries similar
to those adopted in fact reactor cores. The tem-
perature effect is already well known for circular
tube geometries [1-3], so it was decided to use in
the experiment a geometry more similar to the
one to be used in the core (bundle of parallel
cylindrical rods), but still sufficiently simple to
allow accuracy of resuIts and simplification of
experimental equipment. The annulus geometry
with power production in the central rod is such
a geometry. It was feIt that not sufficiently
reliable data were available regarding tempera-
ture effects on annuli, thus an experiment with
two annuli with radii ratio 1·38 and 1'99 was
planned.
Reynolds number of
0',
1:,
1/81 + 81/82 (1/82 - 1)
[dimensionless] ;
Stefan-Boltzmann constant [cal/
cm2s °K4 ] ;
shear stress at the wall [dynes/
cm2J.
Dimensionless groups
IB, 21:/PBu'iJ, friction coefficient (or friction
factor) evaluated at the gas bulk
temperature TB;
11' 21: 1 / P1u~, friction coefficient of the inner
region of annulus;
12 , 21: 2/ P 2U; , friction coefficient ofthe outer
region of annulus;
Ma, uBlJ(YP/PB); Mach number evaluated
at the gas bulk temperature TB;
NuB,h(D2 - Di)/kB , NusseIt number eval-
uated at the gas bulk temperature
TB;
PI'B' VBPBCpB/kB' Prandtl number evaluated
at the gas bulk temperature TB;
ReB, uB(D2 - D1)/VB, Reynolds number
evaluated at the gas bulk tem-
perature TB;
Rew ' uB (D2 - D1 )/vW ' Reynolds number
evaluated at the wall tempera-
ture Tw ;
2(1'2 _ 1'2)
Ret>ut 0 1 lv..
1'1
the inner region of the annulus
evaluated at the temperature Tl;
2(1'2 - 1'2)
ReW 1 ' U1 0 1 /Vw' Reynolds number
1'1
ofthe inner region ofthe annulus
evaluated at the temperature Tw ;
U +, ulu", dimensionless gas velocity ;
(T. - T)pc u*t", W , P , dimensionless gas
qg
temperature ;
y +, yu*[v, dimensionless radial distance
from the wall;
(1.,1\/1'2 = D1/D2 ,
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The first results of this experiment have been
already published [4]. Since then the experi-
mental equipment has been improved in many
ways, namely:
The test section is vertical and not horizontal
thus reducing possible eccentricities between
inner and outer tube.
The number of thermocouple measuring the
temperature of the internal tube has been
increased from 12 to 14, while 4 of the 14
thermocouples have been placed at the
opposite side of the remaining to check for
possible excentricities in the annulus.
The number of thermocouples measuring the
gas temperature at test section outlet has been
increased from 2 to 6 to have a better measure-
ment of the mixed mean gas outlet tempera-
ture.
Better instruments were used to measure the
electrical heating power. We use now an
Amperemeter of the c1ass 0·2 and a Voltmeter
of the c1ass 0·5.
The inner tube supports are now considerably
smaller, producinga much reduced tempera-
ture variation on the test section. Furthermore,
the contact points between the supports and
the annulus outer tube are made up of
ceramic spheres which allow a relative axial
movement ofthe two concentric tubes without
unduly high friction.
Due account is now taken during the calcu-
lations of the friction and heat transfer
coefficients of the dimensional changes in
both tubes with temperature.
All these improvements have practically
eliminated the effect of eccentricities between
inner and outer tube and of the bowing of the
inner tube on our experimental results. In
presence of significant temperature differences
between inner tube thermocouples placed at
opposite sides, the test was rejected. Further-
more, the heat balances in the present experi-
ments were considerably better than those
relative to the experiments reported in [4]. All
this has as a consequence that the correlations
obtained in the present paper differ quite con-
siderably from those reported in [4]. For the
reasons stated above and also because the present
results agree much better with theoretical con-
siderations as we will see in the present paper,
we consider the correlations of [4] as superseded
by the present ones.
The program of the present experiment
inc1udes the study of the effectof high tempera-
tures on artificial roughness, which is also of
great importance for gas or superheated steam
cooled fast reactor cores.These experiments have
been performed and are being evaluated. Their
results will be published in the next few months.
Although the gases foreseen as possible
reactor coolants are helium, CO z or water
superheated steam as in the experiments of [4],
air is the coolant used.in the present experiment.
This simplifies the experiment very much. In [1]
and [2] it has been shown that it is possible to
obtain with air formulae valid for other gases as
well, also for convective heat transfer in the
presence ofhigh temperature differencesbetween
wall and gas, provided the correlation formulae
are chosen properly.
2. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
A turboblower driven by an electrical motor
delivers air successively through an orifice plate
assembly to measure flow rate, an adiabatic
entrance length, an annulus formed by a stain-
less steel heater rod supported concentrically in
a tube, and finally to atmosphere.
Electrical supplyfor the test section is obtained
from a fixed ratio transformer (40V, 2000A
maximum), the. primary winding of this trans-
former being supplied by a voltage regulator,
the output voltage of which may be varied from
o to 220 V. The voltage regulator is connected
to the supply net through a voltage stabilizer.
Thus there is the possibilityof varying con-
tinuously the power supply from 0 to 80 kW and
to keep constant within ±0'5 per cent any value
in this range.
The temperature of the internal tube heated
surface is measured by means of 14 Platinel
thermocouples introduced in the center of the
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heater element and e1ectrically insu1ated with
twin bore a1umina tubing and then inserted into
the wall of the stain1ess stee1 tube where they
are peened over.
The outside tube of the annu1us is insu1ated
by a 50 mm thick calcium silicate slab con-
tained between two 1ayers of asbestos tape each
about 7 mm thick. Twenty-two CrNi/Ni thermo-
couples are we1ded to the outer surface of this
tube.
In fiv~ sections each 400 mm apart along the
test section are p1aced static pressure measuring
devices. In each section there are four pressure
taps spaced at 90°. Thus one has the average
static pressure in the section independently from
10ca1 dissymmetries. In practice the four mea-
sured va1ues in any section differed very little.
The gas temperatures at the in1et and at the
~utlet of the test section were measured respec-
tively by means of a bare P1atine1 and seven
Cr/Ni thermocoup1es, of which the four nearest
to the test section outlet were shie1ded.
The gas temperature measurements were
checked at every test bymeans of a comparison
between the measured e1ectrica1 power and the
thermal power (heat to gas, plus heat losses
through insu1ation). Tests with heat ba1ances
more than 5 per cent out were rejected.
The distribution of the power produced by
Jo~le effect in the heater rod is known by mea-
sunng the voltage distribution along the tube.
One leg of each thermocoup1e fixed on the inner
tube is used as a voltage tapping.
The static calibration allowed also the mea-
surement of the relative total emissivity 6
between the two concentric tubes as a functi~~
of temperature. For the centra1 portion of the
test section where the temperatures T. and T.Wl W2
are constant, one can assurne with a good
app.ro~im~tion ~hat the heat is transmitted by
radiation inradial direction on1y. Thus one can
use the formu1avalid for infinite1ylong concentric
tubes
= . O"~ 4 4
a, ~ + Sl (~ _ 1) (TWl - T WZ}
61 S2 62
= 6 1 2 0"81(TiVl - TivJ (1)
The emissivity coefficient depends on both
temperatures TW l and ~V2' but, in first approxi-
mation, 6 12 = 61 because 81/82 < 1 and we can
assurne that 6 12 depends on1y on T. . With~h~ static. calibrat.ion and the use of eq~~tion (1)
it 1S possible to grve 612 as a function of T. for
t
. Wl
any est section,
During the tests the temperatures of inner and
outer tubes, the voltage distribution along the
inner tube and the pressure distribution along the
annu1us were measured.
The bulk gas total temperature was ca1cu1ated
in the following way. The test section is divided
into ten equa1 parts along the 1ength. For each
part the heat produced in the inner tube by
Joule effect (qe) is ca1cu1ated, knowing the
e1ectrica1 current and the voltage drop in that
particu1ar section. From the average va1ue of
TW2 ofthe section and the heat losses curve given
by the static ca1ibration one obtains the heat
loss through the lagging (q,). The difference
between heat produced and heat lost gives the
heat to the gas (q ). Dividing this bythe gas mass
flow one obtain~ the increment in entha1py of
the gas in this section. The gas entha1py at the
in1et of the annu1us is obtained from the gas
temperature and pressure which are known.
From the gas entha1py and pressure distribution
along the test section, one can calcu1ate the total
gas bulk temperature along the annu1us.
To calcu1ate the heat which goes by convection
from the inner tube directly to the gas, it was
necessary to subtract from q the heat which
goes by radiation from the i~ner tube to the
outer-tube and then by convection from the
o~ter tube to the gas (qg2)' qg2 is given by the
difference between qr' which one can obtain
knowing TW 1 ' Tw 2 , 612 (from the static calibra-
tion) and q,. Thus:
qgl = qg ~ qg2 = qg - (qr - q,) == qe - q,
- qr + q, = qe - q,. (2)
The friction coefficients were calcu1ated from
the equation:
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(4)
D - D 8f = _.2 1 - [p(l + yMa 2)J (3)
2pyMa 2 8 [
which requires the measurement of gas mass
flow, pressure, and total gas temperature along
the test seetion. This equation takes into account
the pressure drop due to acceleration. Its deriva-
tion is shown in [4].
In the calculation of the heat transfer and fric-
tion coefficients, attention was confined to the
central portion of the test seetion, where the heat
flux to the gas was almost constant and the effect
of conduction of heat along the test seetion walls
was negligible. Calculations were performed for
four stations, 60, 100, 140 and 180 cm distant
from the point where the heating starts. All the
average values given in the paper are relative to
the three latter cross sections, the first being
still affected by inlet effects.
More detailed information on the apparatus
and on methods used to analyse the experi-
mental data is reported in [4J.
of the experiment can be noticed between the
two annuli.
No systematic difference can be noticed
between isothermal friction coefficients and
coefficients with heat transfer up to the
maximum measured temperature of 1000°C.
This last point has a general character and
deserves some comments. Taylor has recently
correlated a large number offrietion factors from
many different authors for both laminar and
turbulent flow of gases through a smooth tube
with surface to fluid bulk temperature ratios from
0'35 to 7·35 [6]. While for the laminar flow he
found that the friction coefficients could be
predicted by the Dalle Donne-Bowditch re-
lationship:
r; = R16 [1, 3J
ew
for the turbulent regime he suggested the
correlation:
(6)
(8)
(7)
For the gases considered (air, nitrogen, carbon
dioxide, helium and hydrogen) one can write
with good approximation:
fJ.w ~ (Tw)0'7
fJ.B TB
Pw~ TB
PB - Tw
thus
(
T )1'7ReB = Rew ;:
and equation (5) becomes:
fB_. (Tw)-0'5 0·0625 (Tw)-0'04
2 - 00007 T + 0·32 T (9)B ReB B
which is in the Reynolds number and tempera-
ture ratio ranges of the present experiment
(8 x 104 ~ ReB ~ 2 x 105; 1-3 ~ Tw/TB ~ 2'6)
practically coincident with the Prandtl-Niku-
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Friction factors
Figure 1 shows the average friction factor vs.
Reynolds number, all the gas physical proper-
ties being evaluated at the gas bulk temperature.
The local friction factors are affected by con-
siderable higher scatter due to the smaller
measured pressure drop. The error in the
measurement and, consequently, the scattering
of the points is reduced for the average friction
factors because those refer to greater measured
pressure drops. The following points are of
interest:
The experimental points agree very well with
the Prandtl-Nikuradse law of friction für
smooth pipes for ReB ~ 105, [5J, while for
ReB = 104 they are about 15 per cent higher.
The agreement with a theroetical line, valid
for our annuli and with which we will deal in
seetion 4, is better (10 per cent difference at
ReB = 104).
No systematic difference within the accuracy
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FIG. 1. Average friction factors vs.Reynolds number.
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where T = fB(PBu~/2), Px is evaluated at Tx =
-J(Tw' TB)' while the kinematic viscosity is
evaluated at Tw' If these definitions are used, the
universal velocity distribution remains the same
ranges considered by Taylor, equation (5) is
necessary to correlate all the experimental
points. It is interesting to notice that the cor-
relation system fB-J(Tw/T~ and Rew is equiva-
lent to assurne that the friction velocity which
appears in the universal velocity distribution is:
radse law of friction with all the gas properties
evaluated at the gas bulk temperature:
1
-J(fB) = 410g [ReB-J(fB)] - 0·40. (10)
This is confirmed by Figs. 2 and 3 which show
the friction factors with heat transfer obtained
in the present experiment both in the plot fB vs.
ReB and fB-J(Tw/TB) vs. Rew' For both annuli,
no systematic difference can be noticed between
the two correlation systems. However; in the
larger Reynolds number and temperature ratio
u* = -J(T/p) (11)
or
(0
1
I
$(9 ~
r-~~~~~~-..
~~
, . [26J
! ~ I... /
Pron~tI- NikLl'ads "'''' G:')~ ~""(9 (0 VTw/7ä ' versus Row ~ ~0:::-:::::
0 '8 versus ReB
FIG. 2. Average friction factors; Taylor's correlation, Dz/D1 = 1'99.
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Fra. 3. Average friction factors; Taylor's correlation Dz/Dz = 1'38.
in presence of large temperature differences
between wall and gas as in the case of isothermal
flow.
3.2 Heat transfer coefftcients. Correlation with
TW/TB
Figures 4-9 show the ratio NuJRe~'8 Pr~'4
vs. Tw/~ for various l/D's and two different
values of Dz/D1• In this, one assumes that the
Reynolds number effect is at the exponent 0'8,
how it was found by almost all the previous
authors for fluids in turbulent regime, and the
Prandtl number effect is at the exponent 0·4.
The exponent of PrB is usually taken as 0·4
although in some cases other values are given.
Due to the very small variations of thePrandtl
number of gases the precision with which it is
possible to measure this exponent is very low.
003
002
Re~8 pr~4
t 0015
r-------B~ i0
~ ~. 0
.r" r"
~ 0 c=-0·3250 ~r--------
1·0 2·5 30
Fra. 4. Local heat transfer coefficients vs. TwITB, Dz/D1 = 1'99; liD = 40·3.
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FIG. 5. Local heat transfer coefficients vs. TwITB, D21D1 = 1'99; liD = 56·5.
Conversely its variations have little effect on
heat-transfer coefficients, e.g. the sometimes
used value 0·33 makes only 2'5 per cent dif-
ference on NUß'
As many authors before, we used the ratio
Tw/Tß to take into account the effect of the
variations of fluid properties in any section of
the annulus due to large temperature differences
between wall and gas temperatures.
From the figures one can see that the equa-
tions which correlate the experimental points
are the following:
(
T. )-CNUß = 0·0190Re~'8 Pr~'4 ;;
for Dz = 1·99 (12)D1
~
~~~
~~ c=-0·381
-------
-.......
------
-
003
(}o2
0·8 (}4
Reo Pro
t (}o15
0{)1
1·0 1·5 2·0
_Tw'T;,
2·5 3·0
FIG. 6. Local heat transfer coefficients vs. TwITB, D21D1 = 1'99; liD = 72·6.
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FIG. 7. Local heat transfer coefficients vs, TwITB, DzID1 = 1'38; liD = 52·3.
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FIG.8. Local heat transfer coefficients vs. TwITB, DzID1 = 1'38; liD = 73'2.
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(14)
and
(
7: )-cNu = 0·0186 Reo'8 PrO'4 -.!!':B B B 7:
B
for D2 = 1-38 (13)D1
where theexponent C is a function of lll).
Figure 10 shows the exponent C vs. liD for the
experiments reported in the present paper and
from various otherauthors for flow insidea
pipe. The values of C, obtained in the present
work for the two annuli investigated, lay below
the values for the tube geometry, the general
tendence to increase linearly with liD being
maintained, It should be noticed that the
uncertainty assigned to C is considerable due
to the difficulty to determine the value of the
factor
However, the discrepancy between the various
curves of Fig, 10 is probably more apparent
than real, because to greater values of C cor-
respond for different authors greater values of
A. These two differences compensate in fact each
other, so that the values of NuJRe~'8 PrO.4 , in
the region where most measurements lay
(1-5 ~ (TwITB) ~ 2), are much closer than Fig.
10 would at first sight indicate.
Figure 11 shows the factor A vs. D11D2
from experiments and theories of many dif-
ferent authors. Of the experimental points of
Puchov and Vinogradov [12] only those for
LID> 45 have been plotted in Fig. 11, assuming
that in the other testsections shorter than
LID = 30, no really fully established flow was
reached. The empirical correlation of Petukhov
and Roizen [13] describes quite well the experi-
mental points, inc1usive of the two obtained in
the present work:
(
D )0'16~
A = 0·018 D~
where
D~ = 1 for _1 ~ 0·2D2
and
~ = 1 + 7·5 ( D21D1 - 5)0'6 for DD 1 < 0.2.
ReB 2
~ is a correction factor accounting for the fact
that according to the data of Petukhov and
Roizen the exponent of the Reynolds number
is smaller than 0·8 at D11D2 ~ 0·143.
The correlation of Barthels [14] and of
Buleev, Molosova and Eltsova [17, 18] agree
reasonably well with equation (14), while Rapier
[11] tends to give too low values of A, especially
in the region of small D1ID2's. The two experi-
mental points of Furber, Green and Vivian [20]
would lay considerably above the Petukhov-
Roizen line. This is very likely due to the fact
that in this experiment the fully established
flow was not reached.
3.3 Heat transfer coefficients. Correlation with
Tw/TE
In recent time the ratio TwlTE has been used
in place of TwlTB to correlate high temperature
heat-transfer coefficients with forced convection
of gases in tubes [1-4,21]. This was done to try
to eliminate the liD effect on the exponent C.
It was thought that the temperature profile, in
analogy to the velocity profile, would become
fully established after 15-30 diameters in tur-
bulent regime, thus the liD effect on C at values
as high as liD = 300 [1] would have been given
by the wrong choice of the temperature para-
meter rather than by areal entrance or boundary
effect.
The choice of the parameter TwlTE was sug-
gested by the comparison of the growth of the
thermal boundary layer in a duct (c1osed
geometry) and along a flat plate (free-stream
geometry). For a free sfream geometry the
temperature-dependent fluid properties are ac-
counted by the ratio TwITOC). Because for a
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The exponent of the parameter Tw/TE found in
the present experiment is rather elose to the
one found previously by the authors also for
(15) annuli (- 0'18) [4], but smaller than the values
found for a tube: -0,255 for a tube with long
elosed geometry TE corresponds to T
oo
for a
free stream geometry, the assumption of Tw/TE
as the characteristic temperature parameter
implies that the thermal boundary layer in a
duct develops, at least in the region nearest
to the wall which is the most important for the
heat-transfer coefficient, like that of a flat-plate,
This assumption 1S perfectly reasonable be-
cause the thickness of the boundary laminar
sublayer is always much smaller than the
hydraulic radius of the duct. A more theoretical
explanation, based on dimensional analysis is
given in [22]'
Figures 12 and 13 show the ratio NuJ
Re~'8 Pr~'4 vs. Tw/TE for various l/D's and the
two different values of D2/D1• The ljD effect
is practically eliminated for both test sections.
The equations which correlate the points are
the following:
(
T. )-0.2
Nu = 0·0186 ReO'8 PrO'4 -'!:
B B B T.
E
for D 2 = 1'99D1
and
(
T. )-0'2NUB = 0'0184Re~'8 Pr~'4 ;;
for D2 = 1·38. (16)D1
Within the accuracy of the present experiment
one can say that:
(17)
Therefore from equations (14H17) one has:
(
D )0'16~ Ir. )-0'2Nu = 0·018 -l, Re O' 8 prO•4 (.-iE
B D. B B T. .
1 E
(18)
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unbeated entrance length, and -0,304 for a
tube with short entrance length [2, 3]. This
could possibly be due to the same uncertainties
discussed above for the exponent C, or could be
due to the different geometry (annulus, tube with
long unheated entrance length, tube with short
entrance length).
4. SEPARATION OF THE INNER AND OUTER
REGION OF THE ANNULI
As one can see from equations (15) and (16),
the heat transfer coefficients for the annuli
investigated in the present experiment are about
20 per cent lower than thosefor the flow inside
a circular tube, where the coefficient A is
generally taken as equal to 0·022 [1]' This had
to be expected because, contrary to the latter,
in an annulus, heat is transferred beyond the
shear-stress-equal-zero line towards the outer
region of the annulus. To compare our experi-
ments with the data for a circular tube we
devised a method to separate the outer from the
inner region of the annulus. This method will
be also useful to evaluate the experimental
data with an annulus having an inner rough rod.
Originally it was assumed by Hall [23J that
the separation line, i.e, the line for r = 0, was
coincident with the line of maximum velocity.
Kjellström and Hedberg showed that these
two lines were not coincident in turbulent
regime and in presence of central rough rods
[24J, i.e, in presence of a strongly not-sym-
metrical velocity profile, possible also with
smooth annuli with small DdD2 ratios. This
discrepancy has been investigated in more
detail and confirmed by many experimental
results in arecent paper of Maubach and
Rehme [25].
We apply here a method suggested by K.
Maubach [26J which satisfies the experiments
of Kjellström and Hedberg. This method was
developed for isothermal conditions, and we
extended it to the case of heat transfer to the
fluid, with the assumption that the velocity
profile, in terms of the law of the wall, is not
affected by the temperature profile. This is
E
legitimate within the conditions of the present
experiment, as we have already discussed in
section 3.1 (see also Figs. 2 and 3). Nikuradse
found that the velocity profile in a smooth
circular tube is given by [27J:
u+ = 2·5 In y+ + 5·5. (19)
Maubach assurnes that this velocity profile is
valid for the outer and inner regions of an
annulus and that the line r = 0 is given by
the intersection of the two velocities profiles
starting from the respective walls. Although
mathematically at this intersection the velocity
has a maximum, he shows that the agreement
with the line r = 0 experimentally determined
by Kjellström and Hedberg is excellent. At the
intersection one has:
Integrating equation (19) in the two regions one
obtains the friction factors for the inner and
outer regions of the annulus:
(22)
(23)
where
3'75Ko + 1·25ro/r1G1 = --::-"---:-------"'----=-
1 + rO/r1
G
2
= 3'75Ko + l'25r o/r2
1 + rO/r2
and K o = 1·0576 is an empirical factor which
takes into account in the integration of the
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laminar sublayer near the surface. Taking the
definitions:
that the pressure drops is the same for both
regions:
(28)
(29)
For the inner region of the annulus, between
r = r1 and r = r0' the integration of equation(28) gives:
qT = 1"'. - q~l {A In (ro - r1)u'i
1 Wl P C u*' V1 pl 1
+ B _ A 1·5 + 0'5ß/a}
.1 • 1 + ß]«
given by a "law ofthe wall" ofthe type:
t+ = A.lny+ + Bs'
(24)
(25)
r1/rZ = o:
considering that
,/('r/p) = ü)Un/2)
(26) where
considering furthermore the definition of Ren'
from equations (20), (21)and (24)-(26) it follows:
Ren and Jn are measured in the experiment (see
equation (3)), Pn andv., are known because we
measure gas pressure and temperature along
the tube, a is measured accurately for each test
section at the beginning of the test, vl' vZ' P1
and Pz are known onee the mean gas tempera-
tures 'I;, and Tz in the two regions of the annulus
are known, so that the only unknown ß, which
determines the separation line between the
two regions, can be obtained by equation (27).
Determination of two mean gas temperatures
Tl and Tz
Our extension of the Maubach method con-
sists in the derivation of equation (27) in which
it is taken into account of the different physical
properties of the two regions of the fluid. To do
so, it is necessary to evaluate the mean gas
temperatures Tl and Tz of the two regions. We
assume with Gowen and Smith [28, 29J that
the temperature profiles in the two regions are
x J(I;) J(;:) (from equations (25) and (26))
and q is a correction factor which will be deter-
mined by the heat balance, how explained below.
For the outer region of the annulus, between
r = r0 and r = rz' the integration of equation(29) gives:
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(30)
where
At the line of intersection between the two
temperatures profiles for I' = rm, (rm/rz = 0), the
gas temperature has aminimum, and for
continuity one has:
T. - q~l [A In (I'm - 1'1 u*) + BJWl P C u* s V 1 sl
1 pl 1 1
= T. - q~z [A 1n(rZ - rmu*)+ B J.WZ P C U* s VZ Z sZZ pZ Z
that is:
rZ - rZ P ü(T. T. ) - 0 1 1 1CpB BIl - B(Il-1) - rZ _ rZp U
Z 1 B B
From equations (24)--{26) one obtains:
r~ - ri P1Ül = ßZ - IXz )[ßZ - IXZ]
rZ - rZ pul - IXz 1X(1 - IX)Z 1 B B
x .j(fJfl).j(Pl/PB) = C
r~ - r~ Pz Üz = 1- ß: )[1 - ßZJ
r~ - ri PBUB 1 - IX 1 - IX
x .j(fJfz) .j(PZ/PB) = D
(35)
(36)
(31) and equation (35) can be written as:
~ = crB(TBIl - TBell- l) + Ce p ! Tl (ll - ll + DcrzTZ(Il-ll.
q cplqTzC + cpzqTzD
(37)
Furthermore from equations (22), (23), (25)
and (26) one obtains:
The heat balance is given by:
n(r~ - ri) PBUBCpB (TBIl - TB(Il-1»)
= n(r~ - ri) o,ülcpl (Tl ll - Tl(Il-1»)
+ n(r; - r~) pzüzcpz (Tzll - TZ(Il-1») (34)
ß, 0, 1;. and Tz are calculated by iteration. In
the first iteration one assumes Tl = Tz = TB; ß
is given by equation (27) and 0 from equation
(31). From equations (29) and (30) the products
q'T; and qTz are calculated. C and D are cal-
culated with equations (36), (32) and (33),
therefore it is possible to obtain, from equation
(37) the value of l/q. The calculation is repeated
until two subsequent values of q differ less than
1 per cent. The value of A
s
was assumed in the
calculations to be constant and equal to 2·2
according to the measurements of Gowen and
Smith [28J, while the value of Es was assumed
to be dependent upon the ratio T"v/TB; indeed,
while A
s
characterizes the temperature distribu-
tion in the fluid at a distance from the wall, B
s
is the most important term near the wall, where,
in presence of a large temperature difference
between wall and fluid, most of this difference is
concentrated. It is logical therefore to assume
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that the effect of the variation of the fluid
properties on the temperature distribution is
concentrated on B
s
' in the same way as, for
instance, the sand roughness on the wall effects
only the constant part and not the coefficient
of In y+ in equation (19) [30]. The relation
between B
s
and Tw/TB is of course not known.
We tried therefore various correlations until
the corresponding obtained values of q were as
near as possible to the value 1 for all the experi-
mental points and no systematic deviation of q
from 1 could be observed. In other words we
tried to determine the relation between B
s
and
Tw/T'a indirectly from our measurements of
wall temperatures, heat fluxes and from the heat
balance. Figure 14 gives the values of l/q for
the chosen correlation of B
s
:
B
s
= 4·5 + 15·9In (Tw/TB) . (38)
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FIG. 15. Average heat transfer coefficients for the inner region of the annulus vs. :I;y/TE •
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Onee Tl is known, f 1 is obtained from equation
(32) and
ß2 - a2 Jiß2 - a2J
Re 1 = ReB «(I _ «) La(l - «)
conditions (f = f(Re, a)) for the whole of the
annulus as wen as for the inner and outer regions
of the annulus was obtained from equations (22),
(23) and the continuity condition. Figures 16
and 17 show an excellent agreement of this
correlation with our experimental points for
Reynolds numbers greater than 15000. In Fig, 1
it is shown that the agreement of the corre1ation
of [26J for the whole annulus with our experi-
mental points is better than the Prandtl-
Nikuradse law for circular tubes.
Figures 18 and 19 show f 1 -J(TwdT1) vs.
ReW l' whereby in this case the values of f 1
and Rew1 have been obtained using Px' Plx' P2x'
VW1' VW1' VW2 in plaee of PB' Pl' P2' VB' Vi> V2,
respective1y in equations (27H37). The dif-
ference from Figs. 16 and 17 is here more
marked than for the friction factors for the
whole annulus (Figs. 3 and 4), due to the fact
that the new values of P and V produee slightly
different values of ß (position of the separation
line between the two region of the annulus). The
agreement with the correlations of [26J is
excellent even for Reynolds numbers smaller
than 15000, suggesting that the definition of
the friction velocity given by equation (11) is
applicable in presenee of large temperature
differences not only to tubes, as the experiments
of Taylor show, but to annuli as well.
(40)
(39)
x J(~)J(::) ::
N
_ q~l ß2 - a2 2ru1 - . 2'(TW1 - Tl) k; a
Figure 15 shows the ratio NU1/(Re~'8 Pr~'4) vs.
Tw/TE• Unlike in Figs, 12 and 13, here the values
are averages, because the determination of
NU1 and Re 1 depend on the friction factor f 1
and, as we have explained in section 3.1, the
average values of the friction factors are less
affected by measurement errors than the local
values.
For both test sections the points can be cor-
related by:
(
1: )-0'2Nu = 0·0217Reo'8 PrO'4 .-!r (41)
1 1 1 1:
E
which is in close agreement with the corre1ation
recommended in [I] for flow in circular tubes.
Figures 16 and 17 show values of f 1 vs. Re 1
for the two test sections.
In [26J a friction correlation in isothermal
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Loeal heat transfer and averaged friction
eoefficients were measured for subsonic turbu-
lent flow of air through two smooth annuli, with
diameter ratios equal to 1·99 and 1,38, respec-
tively, having the inner tube heated up to tem-
peratures of 1000°C. The main experimental
results ean summarized as folIows:
1. The loeal heat-transfer eoefficients are cor-
related by:
(
D )0'16 (T. )-0.2Nu = 0·018 ~ Reo·g PrO.4 ...JE:B D B B T.
1 E
whieh gives the Petukhov and Roizen correla-
tion [13J for Iow temperature differenees
(Tw/TE -+ 1).
2. The average heat-transfer eoefficients for
the inner region of the annulus are correlated by:
(T. )-0'2Nu = 0·0217 Reo.g PrO'4 ...JE:B B B T.
E
in exeellent agreement with data for circular
tubes (Dalle Donne-Bowditch correlation [lJ).
3. The frietion eoefficients, both for the whole
annulus and the inner region of it, are in
exeellent agreement with the eorrelations of
Maubaeh [26J obtained by integration of the
universal velocity profile of Nikuradse, provided
that density of the fluid is evaluated at the
temperature 1'" = ~(Tw' TB) and the kinematie
viseosity at the temperature Tw' as suggested
by the experiments of Taylor far cireular
tubes [6].
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COEFFICIENT DE TRANSFERT DE CHALEUR ET DE FROTTEMENT POUR
L'ECOULEMENT TURBULENT D'AIR DANS LES CANAUX ANNULAIRES LIS A.
HAUTES TEMPERATURES
Resüme-e-On a mesure 1escoefficients du transfert local de chaleur et les coefficients moyens de frottement
pour un courant turbulent subsonique d'air passant par deux espaces annu1aires lisses aux rapports
diametriques de 1·99 respectivement de 1·38. La tube Interieure a ete chauffee jusqu'ä des ternperatures de
1000°C. Les principaux resultats experimentaux obtanus se resument comme suit:
1. I1 existe une correlation entre les coefficients de transfert de chaleur par
(
D )0'16 (7: )-0.2Nu = 0·018 ~ Re O' 8 PrO·4 ---.!!:
B D
1
B B TE
ce qui donne la correlation de Petukhov et de Roizen [13] pour les petites differences de temperature
(Tw/TE ---> 1).
2. Une correlation existe entre les coefficients moyens de transfert de chaleur pour la region Interieure de
l'espace annu1aire par
(7: )-0'2Nu = 0'0217 Reo,~ PrO. 4 ---.!!:B B B TE
ce qui fournit un accord excellent avec les donnees valables pour les tub es circulaires (correlation de Dalle
Donne et de Bowditch [1]).
3. Les coefficients de frottement pour l'ensemble de l'espace annulaire ainsi que pour sa region interieure
sont en tres bon accord avec les correlations de Maubach [26] obtenues en integrant le profil universei de
vitesse de Nikuradse sous condition que la densite du fluide soit determinee a la temperature T
x
=
J(~v . TB) et la viscosite cinematique a la temperature Tw ce que suggerent les experiences de Taylor sur
des tubes circulaires [6].
HEAT TRANSFER AND FRICTION COEFFICIENTS
WÄRMEÜBERGANG UND REIBUNGSKOEFFICIZIENTEN FÜR TURBULENTE
LUFTSTRÖMUNG IN GLATTEN RINGRÄUMEN BEI HOHEN TEMPERATUREN
Zusammenfassung-Gemessen wurden die lokalen Wärmeübergangs- und mittleren Reibungskoeffizienten
einer turbulenten Unterschall-Luftströmung durch zwei glatte Ringräume mit einem Durchmesserver-
hältnis von 1·99bzw. 1·38. Das innere Rohr wurde auf Temperaturen bis 1000°C erhitzt. Die wichtigsten
Versuchsergebnisse können wie folgt zusammengefasst werden:
1. Zwischen den lokalen Wärmeübergangskoeffizienten gilt die Beziehung
(
D )0'16 (7: )-0'2Nu = 0·018 ---3. Re O' 8 p,.0·4 -!!::
B D
1
B B TE
was für kleine Temperaturdifferenzen (Tw/TE ---> 1) die Korrelation von Petukhov und Roizen [13J ergibt.
2. Zwischen den mittleren Wärmeübergangskoeffizienten für den inneren Bereich des Ringraums gilt die
Beziehung
(7: )-0'2Nu = 0·0217 Re O' 8 p,.0·4 -!!::B B B TE
und hier ergibt sich eine ausgezeichnete Ubereinstimmung mit den für kreisförmige Rohre gewonnenen
Werten (Korrelation von Dalle Donne und Bowdicht [Ij).
3. Die Reigunbskoeffizienten für den Gesamtringraum und für seinen inneren Bereich stimmen aus-
gezeichnet mit den Korrelationen von Maubach [26J überein, die man durch Integration des universellen
Geschwindigkeitsprofils von Nikuradse erhält, wenn die Flüssigkeitsdichte bei Temperatur T
x
= ,j(Tw . TB)
und die Bewegungszähigkeit bei Temperatur 1;v bestimmt werden, was aus den von Taylor mit kreis-
förmigen Rohren durchgeführten Experimenten hervorgeht [6].
H08<'D<'D11IJ,EHTbI TEIIJIOOBMEHA 11 TPEH11H IIP11 TYPBYJIEHTHOM
TEqEH1111 B03,lJ,YXA B HOJIbIJ,EBbIX HAHAJIAX C rJIA,lJ,H11M11 CTEHHAM11
IIP11 BOJIbIII11X 3HALIEHHHX TEMIIEPATYPbI
AIIHOTaIJ;UlI-MeCTHble H08tPtlnuVIeHTbI rornroorna-rn H cpennne 1W8tPtPHIJ;HeHTbI rpennn
uanepenu ;n:JIH nosnynonoro Typ6yJIeHTHOro 1I0TOHa noanyxa qepea nna IlJIaBHbIX HOJIhIJ;a;
OTHOilleHHe ;n:HaMeTpoB paBUO 1,99 H 1,38 COOTBeTCTBeHHO; BHyTpeHHHH rpyöa 6hIJIa
paaorpeTa no TeMlIepaTyp 1000 oC. rJIaBHbl8 81\CIIepmleHTaJIbHbIe peaym-rarer MOffiHO
0606m;aTb cnenyrounnr oöpaaon :
1. Mecmue 1\08tPtPHIJ;HeHTbI TeIIJIOOT;n:aqH xoppamrponama cnenyiouma COOTHOilleHHeM :
NUB = 0,018 (D2)0,16 ReBo,8 PrBo,4 (Tw) -0,2
o, TE
'11'0 naer HOppeJIHIJ;Hro Ileryxoaa H Poüaena [13] ;n:JIH HHal\oit paunocrn TeMllepaTyp
(Tw/TE -+ 1),
2. Cpenmre 1\08tPtPHI(HeHTbI TeIlJIOOT;n:a'IH ;n:JIH nnyrpenneü qaCTH 1\0JIbI(a 1\0ppeJIHpOBaHbI
cnenyrouura COOTHOilleHHeM :
(TW)-0,2NUB = 0,0217 ReBo,8 PrBo,4 -TE
'11'0 Haxo;n:HTCH B aecsaa xopoureu COrJIaCHH C;n:aHHbIMH ;n:JIH I\pyrJIbIX1'py6 (HoppeJIHIJ;HH
,lJ,aJIJI8 ,lJ,OHH8 - Bnynnaa [1]).
3. H08tPtPHIJ;HeHTbI TpeHI1iI, I\al\ ;n:JIH nenoro 1\0JIbIJ;a, Tal, H ;n:JIH ero nnyrpenneü qaCTH,
ouens y;n:OBJIeTBOIJIIT8JIbHO cnunanator C 1\0ppeJIHIJ;HHMH May6axa [26], 1I0JIyqeHHbIMH
HHTerpHpoBaHHeM yannepcansuoro nporpun» caopocreü Hnaypanaa, npn yCJIOBHH, '11'0
IIJIOTHOCTb ffiH;n:I\OCTH OIJ;eHHBaeTCH npn rennoparypo Tx = V Tw. TB H I\HHeMaTH-
-recrcaa BHBI\OOTb IIpH reuneparypo Tw, l\aH 81'0 crreuyer Ha npononennux TeIIJIOpOM
OllbITOB ;n:JIH I\pyrJIbIX Tpy6 [6].
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